Figures from the office of the Chancellor of the Greater University of Montana show college graduates stay and work in Montana
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Helena, Mont., February 29—The extent to which University of Montana institutions have contributed in the upbuilding of their state is told convincingly in figures from the office of the Chancellor of the Greater University of Montana here. These figures show that the four older units of the university have graduated 4,898 men and women, all trained to some special service, and that of this number 3,091 are now living within the state of Montana.

These graduates who have gone out from our higher educational institutions to active professional work in this state include lawyers, teachers, farmers and stockmen, civil engineers, electrical engineers, journalists, pharmacists, mining engineers, scientists along various lines and people in many other lines of professional work. They are graduates of the State University, State College, State School of Mines or Normal College.

According to the figures from Chancellor Brannon's office, these graduates receive mail at 366 different post offices in the state. Even in the small communities there are a number of University of Montana graduates, 10 being reported in Augusta, 10 in the inland town of Circle, 21 in the Lake town of Polson and 24 in the town of Three Forks. In the larger cities there are numbers of graduates of these four institutions. Great Falls has 113 of these trained men and women, Helena 121, Butte 387, Anaconda 107, Billings 86.

Montana graduates are also reported in every state except Mississippi and from 64 foreign countries. Graduates who have been lured out of America to important foreign positions have gone to Hawaii, Philippine Islands, Austria, Brazil, Chile, China, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Haiti, Japan, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Poland, Rhodesia, Russia, Transvaal, Syria or West Africa.